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Abstract 29 

Background/Aims: In exploring human factors, stereoscopic 3D images have been used to 30 

investigate the neural responses associated with excessive depth, texture complexity, and 31 

other factors. However, the cortical oscillation associated with the complexity of stereoscopic 32 

images has been studied rarely. Here, we demonstrated that the oscillatory responses to three 33 

differently shaped 3D images (circle, star, and bat) increase as the complexity of the image 34 

increases.  35 

Methods: We recorded simultaneous EEG/MEG for three different stimuli. Spatio-temporal 36 

and spatio-spectro-temporal features were investigated by non-parametric permutation test. 37 

Results: The results showed that N300 and alpha inhibition increased in the ventral area as 38 

the shape complexity of the stereoscopic image increased.  39 

Conclusion: It seems that the relative disparity in complex stereoscopic images may increase 40 

cognitive processing (N300) and cortical load (alpha inhibition) in the ventral area.  41 

Introduction 42 

Because of the increasing attention to 3D content, including 3D movies and TV, 43 

augmented reality, and head-mounted displays (HMD), research on stereoscopic displays has 44 

focused on the results of neuroimaging to optimize 3D content so that producers or 45 

manufacturers can guarantee a high quality experience (QoE), and for viewer safety [1,2]. 46 

According to the recent literature, excessive disparity (3D image depth), texture complexity, 47 

disparity gradient, and object movement are potential factors involved in visual fatigue or 48 

discomfort.  49 

Charles Wheatstone in 1838 found that two image of the same visual scene with even 50 

small horizontal disparity give depth perceptual experience for human visual system. 51 

Binocular fusion in visual cortex of two images with some disparity provides the depth 52 

perception. Thus, depth perception does not happen in the set of points with zero disparity, 53 

called horopter [3]. In addition, disparity between two images makes an angular or retinal 54 

disparity. There exists two disparities - convergent (negative or crossed) and divergent 55 

(positive or uncrossed) disparities. Stereoscopic viewer may feel that the convergent object 56 

seems to be before the screen or closer to viewer’s eyes. By contrast, images of divergent 57 

disparity make viewer feel that an object seems to be behind the screen or farther to viewer’s 58 

eyes. 59 

From a neuroscience perspective, 3D images are processed through binocular depth 60 

perception in the visual cortex. With the benefits of functional magnetic resonance imaging 61 

(fMRI), neuroscientists have pinpointed the role of neurons in the visual cortex and suggested 62 

a two-streams hypothesis for the neural processing associated with human vision: dorsal and 63 

ventral pathways [4–8]. The dorsal stream is referred to as the “where” stream; this pathway 64 

begins in the visual cortex in the occipital lobe and proceeds to the parietal lobe, where it is 65 
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involved in motion and depth perception. The ventral stream is referred to as the “what” 66 

stream; this pathway, which begins in the visual cortex and proceeds to the medial temporal 67 

lobe, is related to object recognition and identification.  68 

Research on stereoscopic 3D displays has focused on excessive depths of 3D content 69 

[9–13]; however, we found no studies on the complexity of the texture of 3D images. Results 70 

on the complexity of the texture of 2D stimuli in the ventral stream have been reported in 71 

several studies and are summarized as follows: 1) the duration of electroencephalogram (EEG) 72 

desynchronization was longer for complex 2D stimuli than simple ones [14]; 2) the N350 73 

component was modulated by visual complexity [15], and 3) the gamma response was 74 

involved in complex visual stimuli [16,17]. 75 

In this study, we hypothesized that the cortical load in the ventral area may increase 76 

as the shape complexity of stereoscopic image increases. Accordingly, we designed single 77 

trial experiments with three differently shaped stereoscopic images to test our hypothesis, 78 

collected simultaneous EEG and magnetoencephalogram (MEG) data from 10 healthy 79 

subjects, and explored the oscillatory correlates of stereoscopic shape complexity that may be 80 

applicable to its real-time assessment. 81 

Methods 82 

Experimental paradigm and materials 83 

We recruited ten subjects to participate in this experiment. All were healthy, right-84 

handed adults, including six males, with a mean age of 24.4 ± 2.99 years. We informed them 85 

of the purpose of our study, as well as the details of the experimental procedure, and all 86 

subjects signed a written informed consent; the Institutional Review Board of the Gwangju 87 

Institute of Science and Technology approved this study officially (No. 20150615-HR-18-88 

02-01).  89 

Each trial consisted of a 2-second fixation on a random dot stereogram (RDS) of zero 90 

degrees, 6-second stimulation with one of three differently shaped 3D stereoscopic RDS 91 

images (800*450 pixels of anaglyph), and a 3-second rest period, as depicted in Figure 1. 50 92 

trials were collected for each shape at a viewing distance of 1000 mm, with a pixel length of 93 

0.4 mm on the screen, and a pixel disparity of 8 pixels in the 3D images. For example, for a 94 

subject with 65 mm of pupil distance, an 8-pixel disparity is equal to -0.18 degrees of retinal 95 

disparity (within Percival’s comfort zone [1,2]); the object appears to float above the screen, 96 

and the distance between the floating object and screen is 47 mm (vergence distance). 97 

Furthermore, an example of ‘Star’ shaped stereoscopic image is shown in Figure 1B. 98 

To estimate shape complexity, we introduced Laplacian filtering with 3  3 filtering 99 

window. The formula is defined as  100 

y = X0,0 – (X-1,-1 + X-1,0 + X-1,1 + X0,-1 + X0,1 + X1,-1 + X1,0 + X1,1 )/8. (1) 

Here the raw image values are set to 1 or 0 value, where pixels within the object area (in the 101 

circle, star, and bat) set to 1 value; other pixels set to 0 value. In formula (1), y is Laplacian 102 

filtered value, X indicates 3  3 matrix containing raw image values in the filtering window, 103 
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and X0,0 is a center pixel. We calculated y value for each pixel in the shape image. We took 104 

absolute value of y at each pixel and estimated average over pixels in the shape image. Then, 105 

this average value represents the length of edges over unit area (1  1 pixel2) and was defined 106 

as a shape complexity. The shape complexities for circle, star, and bat image are shown in 107 

Figure 1C. 108 

Simultaneous EEG/MEG data recording 109 

We collected simultaneous EEG/MEG data (Figure 2) in a magnetically shielded 110 

room at the Korea Research Institute of Standard and Science (KRISS) in Daejeon, South 111 

Korea. To record EEG simultaneously, 19 magnetically compatible EEG electrodes (Figure 112 

2A) were used with a 1024 Hz sampling rate, notch filtering at 60 Hz, and a Biosemi amplifier; 113 

these electrodes were attached to the scalp according to the international 10-20 system. The 114 

KRISS MEG consists of 152 channels (Figure 2B) of axial gradiometer with a 1024 Hz 115 

sampling rate and 60 Hz notch filtering. In addition, electrooculogram (EOG) and 116 

electrocardiogram (ECG) were also collected and used to remove EEG and MEG artifacts.  117 

Preprocessing 118 

After visual inspection, we rejected three bad channels (the 1st, 130th, and 131th) 119 

among 152 channels in the MEG data. EEG, MEG, EOG, and ECG data were bandpass-120 

filtered with 1-200 Hz, and all data (MEG, EEG) were down-sampled to 512 Hz. Artifacts 121 

from eye blinking, components of eyeball and muscle movements, and heart rate were 122 

detected and removed by independent component analysis (ICA) [18]. Thereafter, bad trials 123 

that yielded ± 150 μV for EEG and ± 500 fT for MEG were identified and rejected 124 

automatically [19,20]. Laplacian spatial filtering was applied to the EEG data to increase the 125 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and MEG axial gradiometer data were converted to planar 126 

gradiometer data for our analysis.  127 

Cluster-based permutation test 128 

A cluster-based, nonparametric permutation test [21] was adopted from the Fieldtrip 129 

toolbox [22] for a multiple comparison test on the EEG/MEG data. Adjacent spatio-temporal 130 

and spatio-spectro-temporal points were clustered according to their significances for event-131 

related potential/field (ERP/ERF) and event-related desynchronization/synchronization 132 

(ERD/ERS) analyses [23], respectively. The corrected p-value was estimated by a Monte-133 

Carlo simulation for each cluster point and corresponded to the cluster-level statistic. 134 

Assuming a Type I error of p < 0.05 for an individual spatio-temporal/spatio-spectro-135 

temporal point, the cluster-based permutation test revealed that significance could be 136 

demonstrated only when more than two contiguous original spatio-temporal/spatio-spectro-137 

temporal points reached the given level of significance, regardless of cluster shape. Therefore, 138 

the difference between the two conditions at each of the spatio-temporal points was replaced 139 

by a single comparison using cluster-level statistics.  140 

Cluster-based permutation tests were applied to ERP/ERF and TF analyses for the 141 

EEG/MEG data to perform a comparative study of the shapes (circle vs. star and bat). For 142 

the ERP/ERF analysis, we used the dependent sample t-statistic, all with p < 0.05. The 143 
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procedure for the cluster-based permutation test is depicted for ERP/ERF in Figure 3, and as 144 

follows: 145 

0) We calculated the average ERP/ERF over 50 trials. Each subject had four 146 

ERPs/ERFs corresponding to the three images. For example, if we compared the 147 

ERPs over subjects between circle versus bat, the t-value was calculated for each 148 

spatio-temporal point because the ERP/ERF data are a channel by time matrix.  149 

1) For the cluster-based permutation test, we used all t-values with a p-value < 0.05. 150 

Here, the p-value was calculated by a parametric t-test and was not corrected 151 

statistically. In addition, we summed all the positive or negative t-values within 152 

the clusters separately. The summed values constituted the cluster-level statistics, 153 

for which we approximated the significance.  154 

2) The selected t-values were clustered based on spatio-temporal adjacency. The 155 

minimum size of a cluster was set to two points. A neighboring channel was 156 

defined as spatial adjacency within 4 cm [21]. We note that channel switching 157 

makes no difference in our analysis since neighboring channels are determined 158 

according to their spatial adjacency. 159 

3) We shuffled the conditioned trials, divided the shuffled trials into two datasets, 160 

and then conducted a t-test for the two sets to obtain a t-value map.  161 

4) We used a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 iterations of step three to approximate 162 

the cluster-level p-value.  163 

5) We took the largest of the cluster-level statistics for each permutation result and 164 

obtained 1000 values of the cluster-level statistics.  165 

6) We constructed a histogram of the 1000 values of the cluster-level statistics, and 166 

a probability density function (PDF) was calculated to estimate the cluster-level 167 

p-values. The input for the PDF was the cluster-level statistics from the first step, 168 

while the output was a p-value for each cluster-level statistic. Thus, the cluster-169 

level p-values were corrected and approximated by a cluster-based permutation 170 

test, because multiple comparisons were transformed into a single cluster-level 171 

comparison. 172 

For the TF analysis of the EEG/MEG data, we calculated the power spectra for each 173 

channel under the following conditions: multi-taper TF transformation based on 174 

multiplication in the frequency domain, Hann taper, 1-200 Hz frequency of interest (200 175 

bins), -1000 to 3000 ms time of interest (81 points), and 7 cycles for each frequency bin. Each 176 

channel includes a TF map, so the feature space is spatio-spectro-temporal space. By using 177 

the TF map, we can study the temporal behavior of frequency components over channels. 178 

The procedure for the cluster-based permutation test for TF analysis was the same as that for 179 

the ERP/ERF. The only difference was dimension. Each TF datum over channels was three-180 

dimensional, as were the clusters detected. 181 
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For better representation of the results, we used the cluster as a feature extraction 182 

filter in ERP/ERF analysis, as follows: 183 

𝑞𝐸𝑅𝑃/𝐸𝑅𝐹 =𝑤𝑠𝑡𝑋𝑠𝑡

⬚

𝑡∈𝑇

⬚

𝑠∈𝑆

 (2) 

where s and t indicate spatial and temporal indices, respectively; S and T are sets of whole 184 

channels and time points in this analysis, respectively. Xst is the average of the spatio-185 

temporal data over trials in one subject. wst is a spatio-temporal weight representing a value 186 

of 0 or 1. For the spatio-temporal point (s,t) in the cluster, wst is 1, and 0 otherwise. 187 

For TF analysis, the frequency bin index f ∈ F can be added, as follows: 188 

q𝑇𝐹 =𝑤𝑠𝑓𝑡𝑋𝑠𝑓𝑡

⬚

𝑡∈𝑇

⬚

𝑓∈𝐹

⬚

𝑠∈𝑆

 (3) 

where Xsft is an averaged TF map over trials for one subject. For topographies, the values in 189 

a cluster were summed over each channel. This allowed us to obtain a vector v =190 

[𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑖 , … , 𝑣𝑑]
Τ for both formulas (2) and (3), where d is the number of channels. We 191 

then plotted the vector for topographical representation. 192 

Results 193 

Event-related potentials from EEG 194 

The summed visual EEG-ERPs (q in Equation (2)) over all subjects at a cluster 195 

differed somewhat (p = 0.08) between the circle and bat images; as the complexity of the 196 

shape of the stereoscopic image increased (from circle to bat), larger negative potentials were 197 

observed in terms of average, as shown in Figure 4A. The cluster comparing circle and bat 198 

covered the parietal, occipital, and temporal areas within 370–416 msec, as shown in Figure 199 

4B. The visual EEG-ERPs were located spatially in the occipital area (Figure 4C). There 200 

were differences between the circle and bat images (cyan shaded interval in Figure 4D) at a 201 

latency of 370–420 ms after stimulus onset (temporal cluster).   202 

Cortical oscillatory responses from MEG 203 

There were significant oscillatory responses in the MEG data. The summed power 204 

spectra in a cluster (q in Equation (3)) over all subjects differed significantly (p = 0.01) 205 

between the circle and bat images, as shown in Figure 5A. The significant cluster covered 206 

the parietal, right central, right temporal, and occipital areas (spatial, as shown in Figure 5B), 207 

8-25 Hz (spectral alpha and beta bands), and 500–1100 msec (temporal). The summed power 208 

spectra decreased as the complexity of the stereoscopic image increased, as shown in Figure 209 

5A. The alpha and beta activities of the cluster were located spatially in the right parietal and 210 

occipital areas (Figure 5C), which is similar to the EEG behavior, which exhibited negative 211 

potentials. According to the TF maps (at the 119th MEG channel) for the three different 212 

images, alpha and beta ERD [23] were prominent between 500–1100 msec after stimulus 213 
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onset (Figure 5D). 214 

Discussion 215 

Cognitive responses 216 

N350 in the fronto-central sites is known to indicate an object-matching process, and 217 

responds with higher amplitudes to images that cannot be defined in a straightforward manner 218 

[15,24,25]. However, we observed that, after 300 ms, the stereoscopic star and bat images 219 

(complex images) elicited larger negative potentials in the occipital lobe than did the circle 220 

image (simple image), as shown in Figures 4B and 4C. The observed time window was 221 

similar to that for N350, but the location was very different from the N350 component found 222 

in 2D visual complexity study [15,24,25]. As for stereoscopic 3D stimuli, Sahinoğlu [12] 223 

reported that the amplitude of the N300 component within intervals of 200–400 msec from 224 

the left and right occipital cortices increased in response to the depth of convergent disparities. 225 

The role of N300 in the occipital area is known to be related to disparate stimuli [26–30]. 226 

Our differently shaped stimuli were also convergent (negative) disparities. In contrast to 227 

Sahinoğlu’s study, we used shapes that differed in convergent disparity, not depth. Our N300 228 

may be related to disparate stimuli because complex stereoscopic images have more disparate 229 

points on the border between 0 disparity and convergent disparity. The N300 in our results 230 

increased as the complexity of the object’s shape (circle, star, to bat) increased. However, 231 

similar to Sahinoğlu’s work, the N300 in the right hemisphere (O2 channel) in our results 232 

seemed larger (but not significant) than that in the left (Figure 4C). Thus, we suggest that 233 

depth levels and complexity of a stereoscopic object may modulate N300 amplitude in the 234 

occipital area. 235 

Cortical oscillatory processing 236 

In the past, Berlyne et al [14] reported that with more complex visual stimuli, EEG-237 

ERD has a longer duration in the anterior occipital area. Recently, Jensen et al [31] reported 238 

that “alpha inhibition,” or ERD of the alpha band, is involved in functional activation of 239 

large-scale neuronal groups in the cortical area. Here, we observed relative longer durations 240 

of alpha inhibition with the bat image in the right occipital area (third topography in Figure 241 

5C); however, the alpha inhibition appeared not only in the occipital area, but also in the right 242 

central, right parietal, and right temporal areas, as shown in Figure 5B. The alpha inhibition 243 

began at almost the same time after N300 for all three images; however, the duration of alpha 244 

inhibition was longer with the bat image, so that a significant cluster was detected at 245 

approximately 1000 msec, which is far from N300. The circle and star images exhibited ERS 246 

earlier than did the bat image stimulus. 247 

The locations where alpha inhibition was detected, the right central, right parietal, 248 

right temporal areas, and the occipital area, are related to both the dorsal and ventral areas 249 

[4,5]. According to Parker et al [5], we expected that our stereoscopic stimuli might cause 250 

relative disparity in both eyes and the brain. Further, V2, V4, a collection of areas in the 251 

anterior inferior temporal cortex (TEs), the V5/medial temporal area (MT), and medial 252 

superior temporal area (MST) are involved in relative disparity [5,6]. V2 is located in the 253 
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early visual cortex. V4 and TEs are found in the ventral area, while V5/MT and MST are 254 

located in the dorsal area. In particular, V4 is tuned for spatial frequency and object features 255 

of intermediate complexity [32,33], while V5/MT and MST are related to surface separation 256 

[5]. From these, we inferred that the difference in alpha activity between the circle and bat 257 

stereoscopic stimuli might stem from V4, V5/MT, and MST. Unfortunately, it was not 258 

possible to verify this inference by localizing (projecting) the difference in alpha activity onto 259 

the source space in the brain, as a realistic head model for each subject was unavailable. 260 

However, by referring to the role of V4, we expect that the alpha inhibition stems from neural 261 

processing in the ventral area.  262 

On the other hand, further investigation is required to determine why significant 263 

clusters were found only in the right hemisphere. Similarly, N300 also showed stronger 264 

amplitude in the right hemisphere than in the left. Hanslmyr et al [34] reported that there is a 265 

causal relationship between alpha rhythm and ERPs. For stereoscopic stimuli, it is inferred 266 

that N300 and alpha inhibition also may be related to each other, because the two activities 267 

were observed in the right visual area, and alpha inhibition was observed after N350. We will 268 

address this issue in future studies. 269 

 In addition, we found no high gamma activity with either EEG or MEG, while depth 270 

electrode studies [16,17] have shown that complex stimuli induce strong modulations in the 271 

high gamma band. Deep sources are more difficult to detect in MEG than in EEG [35], and 272 

we expect that far more trials (approximately ten times more than in our experiment) may be 273 

required to detect deep sources [35]; however, it is difficult to conduct such studies, as the 274 

subjects would likely become exhausted during the experiment. 275 

In summary, alpha inhibition increased as the shape complexity of the stereoscopic 276 

image increased, and we inferred that this inhibition might originate from neural processing 277 

in V4 in the ventral area. While the N300 component is a time-locked measure, alpha 278 

inhibition in the visual area is a spectral behavior independent of time onset; thus, we expect 279 

that it can be applied easily in real-time monitoring. Therefore, monitoring alpha inhibition 280 

in the V4 area may be used as a real-time indication of cortical load associated with the shape 281 

complexity of stereoscopic images. 282 

Quantitative measurement for shape complexity 283 

In this work, Laplacian filtering (3  3 window, as shown in Equation (1)) was 284 

applied to estimate shape complexity, as shown in Figure 1C. The complexity values of 285 

‘Circle’, ‘Star’, and ‘Bat’ were estimated as 3.410-3, 5.410-3, and 7.810-3, respectively. 286 

Complexity differences of ‘Star’ vs. ‘Bat’ and ‘Circle’ vs. ‘Star’ were about 210-3; these 287 

comparisons were not significantly different in our neural responses. However, complexity 288 

difference of ‘Circle’ vs. ‘Bat’ was about 410-3 and strong significant difference in MEG 289 

(but mildly significant in EEG) was observed.  290 

In addition to Laplacian filtering, it may be possible to consider various 291 

computational complexity metrics which take into account spatial spectrum powers in shape 292 

image, counting of straight lines or angle changes along the boundary of shape. However, it 293 

is not clear how these metrics may reflect real human perception. Our main interest was to 294 
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find quantitative shape complexity metric reflecting what human really perceives. To the best 295 

of our knowledge, any quantitative shape complexity metrics considering human perception 296 

was not found. Like this work, oscillatory brain responses to various shapes would be a good 297 

approach in seeking metrics correlated with real human perception, which is challenging. 298 

EEG and MEG 299 

 Although we recorded EEG/MEG activity simultaneously, we obtained independent 300 

EEG-ERP and MEG oscillatory results. One possible reason for this finding is that MEG is 301 

more sensitive to tangential components of a current source in a spherical volume conductor 302 

than is EEG; however, EEG detects both tangential and radial components [36]. Thus, scalp 303 

EEG can detect activity both in the sulci and at the top of the cortical gyri, whereas MEG is 304 

most sensitive to activity originating in the sulci. Therefore, we inferred that EEG-ERP 305 

results may originate in the cortical gyri, while oscillatory MEG results may originate in the 306 

sulci. We note that ERF from MEG and ERD/ERS from EEG (not shown here) were 307 

investigated, but were not notably significant.  308 

Conclusion 309 

We collected simultaneous EEG/MEG data for 3D stereoscopic image stimuli with 310 

various complex shapes and then investigated the cortical responses to these images. Our 311 

hypothesis was that cortical load might increase as complexity of the stereoscopic image 312 

increases. In group analyses, we observed increased cognitive responses of N300 and alpha 313 

ERD in the ventral area as the shape complexity increased from the circle and star to the bat 314 

image. The N300 results differed from those of conventional studies on 2D shape complexity 315 

(N350). In addition, alpha inhibition in the ventral area may be a real-time indication of 316 

cortical oscillatory processing load in perception of shape complexity of the stereoscopic 317 

images. Our future work will explore the causal relationships between N300 and alpha 318 

inhibition, and perform real-time measures of cortical load in the ventral stream. 319 
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 419 

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and materials. (A) One trial in the experimental paradigm. 420 

We selected three differently shaped stereoscopic objects (circle, star, and bat) of fixed depth. 421 

Each trial consisted of a 2-second long interval for 2D fixation, 6 second-long 3D stimulus 422 

presentation after onset, and a 3 second-long rest period. (B) An example of ‘Star’ shaped 423 

stereoscopic depth image, which is can be seen by anaglyph glass. (C) Shape complexities 424 

for three different images. The values were estimated by applying 3  3 Laplacian filtering 425 

to shape images. 426 

  427 
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 428 

Figure 2. EEG/MEG channel locations. (A) 19 EEG channel locations based on international 429 

10-20 system. (B) 149 MEG channel locations (the 1st, 130th, and 131st channels were 430 

dropped because of poor conditions). 431 

  432 
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 433 
Figure 3. Procedure for cluster-based permutation test in ERP/ERF (spatio-temporal data) 434 

analysis. First, t-tests were conducted for each channel and time point over subjects. Then, 435 

we obtained an uncorrected spatio-temporal t-value map. Second, we clustered the selected 436 

samples in connected sets based on spatio-temporal adjacency. Positive or negative t-values 437 

in a cluster were summed separately. Third, we permuted the ERP/ERF without condition; 438 

the condition was the circle, star, or bat image. After the permutation, we performed t-tests 439 

for each channel and time point. Fourth, we iterated the third procedure 1000 times to 440 

obtain 1000 t-value maps. Fifth, we used the largest of the cluster-level statistics for each of 441 

the 1000 t-value maps. Sixth, we constructed a histogram of the largest values and a 442 

probability density function based on the cluster-level statistics. Finally, we obtained a p-443 

value that was approximated and corrected by this nonparametric permutation test from the 444 

probability density function. 445 
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 446 

Figure 4. EEG event-related potentials (ERP) for the three 3D images. There was a cluster (p 447 

= 0.08) between the circle and bat images within 370–420 ms after stimulus onset: (A) 448 

Summed ERPs (quantified EEG) in the clusters for the three images; (B) Cluster location 449 

detected in spatio-temporal space for comparison of circle vs. bat. The cluster ranged from 450 

371-416 msec. (C) Topographies of the three images showing the source patterns of ERPs at 451 

a time interval (370-420 ms), and (D) ERPs at Pz and O2 channels for the three images. The 452 

time interval (370–420 ms) is shaded in cyan.  453 
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 454 

Figure 5. MEG event-related desynchronizations (ERD) for the three 3D images: (A) 455 

Summed ERDs in the significant clusters for the three images; note that the circle and bat 456 

images differed significantly (p = 0.01); (B) Cluster location (red stars) detected in spatio-457 

temporal space for comparison of circle vs. bat. The cluster ranged from 650-1199 msec. (C) 458 

Topographies for the three images showing the source patterns of ERDs within 500–1100 ms, 459 

and (D) ERD patterns on a time-frequency (TF) map at the 119th channel (marked with red 460 

arrow in (C)). Small squares in the TF maps represent the locations of clusters in the time-461 

frequency domain. 462 
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